
A STUDY OF «-VARIATION. I.

BY

F. W. GEHRING

This paper is based on the notion of the higher variation of a function

introduced by N. Wiener [9] while studying the Fourier coefficients of a

function with bounded variation. L. C. Young applied this idea to derive a

new existence theorem for Stielt] es integration and later collaborated with

E. R. Love in publishing a number of papers on subjects related to this

concept.

Preliminaries

1.1. Suppose that/(x) is a real- or complex-valued function defined over

aSxSb. For 0<a^l, we define the a-variation oí fix) over this interval as

the least upper bound of the sums

{EI/(*-0-/(*»-i)l1/ja

taken over all subdivisions a = Xo< • • • <XN = b, and we denote this upper

bound by

Va{fix);aS xSb}    or    F«{/(*);*£/},

where / is the interval aSxSb. Similarly we define the O-variation (or oscilla-

tion) of fix) over this interval as the least upper bound of the difference

\fix") — fix')| for aSx'<x"Sb, and we denote this upper bound by

V0{fix);aS xSb}    or    70 {/(*); x G /}.

It is often convenient to consider the a-variation of a function over an in-

terval, I, which is open or half-open, and we can appropriately define the

symbol

Va{fix);x£l}

forOáa^l.
Suppose that {xn} is any set of real or complex numbers. For 0<a^l,

we denote by

the least upper bound of all sums
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j El *»*-,+ ••• +*»t-i|1/aj >

where {«*} is any appropriate finite sequence. When a = 0, we let

JEI*»!1'-}"  and   {eIE*»!1'-}"

denote the least upper bounds for \xn\ and \xm+ • • • +xn\ respectively.

1.2. For OSctSX, we say that the function /(x) is in Wa over the

interval O^x^l if fix) has bounded «-variation over this interval; Wo is

simply the class of bounded functions. The sum of two functions in Wa is

also in Wa since, by Minkowski's inequality,

Va{fix) + g(x); x E 1} S Va{fix); x G i] + Va{gix); x Ç i}.

Similarly, for 0^a</3^1, it follows from Jensen's inequality that

Va{fix);xEl} S Vß{fix);xei},

and hence a function in Wß is also in Wa.

If, for 0S<xSX,fix) has period 1 and is in the class Lip (a), i.e. if for some

constant C

\fix") - fix')\ <Cix" - x')"

for each x' <x", fix) is obviously in Wa and the «-variation oí fix) over any

interval of length 1 is less than C. The converse is not true since functions in

IF« need not be continuous. However we can prove the following result.

Theorem 1.2.1. (C/. [11, p. 455].) Suppose that O^a^l, that fix) is real

and continuous with period X, and that the a-variation of fix) over any interval

of length X is less than X. There exists a continuous increasing function <£(£) such

that tpit+X) =tf>it)+X and such that

I/{*(*")} -/{*«')} I <it"-t')«
for each t'<t".

We can suppose that a>0 and that/(x) assumes its positive maximum at

x = 0. Define the function y(x) so that {yix) }a is equal to the a-variation of

fix) over the interval O^y Sx. yix) is continuous, -yix + l) ^7(x)+7(l), and

7(1) <1. For each x>0 we can select a subdivision 0=y0< • • • <y^ = x + l

such that

y(*+i) <EI/(y»)-/(yn-i)|1'<' + e.
71=1

If y„<l Syn+i, we see by periodicity that
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! f(y»+i) - f(yn) I1'- S I /(y„+i) - /(l) |»« + | fiX) - fiyn) \l",

and hence that 7(x + l) <7(x)+7(l)+e. For x>0we conclude that 7(x + l)

= y(x)+y(X) and we extend 7(x) so this holds for all x.

Let 6(x) =7(x)+x{ 1 —7(1)}. 0(x) is continuous and increasing for all x;

let ip(t) be the inverse function. Then </>(i + l) = <£(/)+ 1 and

!/{*(<")} -f{<Pit')}\llaSy{<pit")} -7{*(«')} <*{*(<")} -*{*(<')}

for each t'<t". This completes the proof.

We also have the following

Theorem 1.2.2. Suppose that O^a^l and that fix) is in Wa. Then

Va{f(y); x S y S x + h] = 0(ha)

almost everywhere, and similarly on the left.

Assume that «>0 and let Ek be the set of points in 0:Sx<l for which

lim sup hraVa{fiy); xSySx+h}>k.
Ä-.0

For each x in Ek and each e>0 there exists an interval, /(x) =xSySx + h,

such that

Va{fiy); xSySx+h} ^ kh«

and such that h<e. By Vitali's covering theorem there exists a sequence,

{/(xn)}, of nonoverlapping intervals which cover almost all of Ek and

{outer meas Ek} " S  "(El -7(x„) | >

S Y \Í,v.{f{y)\ y €/(*»)}««!"

S —Va{fix);0 aïSlj.
k

The set of points in 0 Sx< 1 for which

Va{fiy);xS ySx+h} * 0(A»)

is contained in Ek for each k and must have zero measure.

Corollary 1.2.3. Suppose that O^a^l and that fix) is in Wa. Then

I /(* + h) - fix) I = 0(A")

almost everywhere, and similarly on the left.

Hence a function in Wa satisfies a Lip (a) condition almost everywhere
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but of course not uniformly.

1.3. We need the following lemma in order to study the relation between

Wa and the Hardy-Littlewood integrated Lipschitz classes [4, p. 612].

Lemma 1.3.1. Suppose that QSclSX, that fix) is a real-valued function

with period X, and that the a-variation of fix) over any interval of length X does not

exceed X. Then the a-variation of fix) over any interval of length k does not exceed

k" for each positive integer k.

We need only show for 0 <a S X that

1.3.2 Va{fix);0 Sïai) S k".

Pick a subdivision a, 0=Xo< • • • <XN = k, so that the left-hand side of 1.3.2

is majorized by

|eia/|"] + e = S"+e.

We can assume that a contains two points, c and d, where d = c+X and

where fid) =/(c) = Max„/(x„) for adding such points to a does not decrease S.

(Cf. proof for 1.2.1.) We have

5=   E   |A/|1/a+   E   |a/|i'«+   E   I a/11'«
»ri[o,e] «n[c,d] <,r\[d,k]

— Si + S2 + S3.

S2 is majorized by 1, {Si+Ssj"* is majorized by the a-variation oí fix) over

0^x^& — 1, and 1.3.2 follows by induction.

Theorem 1.3.3. (C/. [10, p. 259].) Suppose thatOSaSX and that fix) is a

measurable real-valued function with period X. If the a-variation of fix) over

any interval of length X never exceeds X, then

{ f    !/(*+*)- fix) \lladx\    S h"

for every h>0.

Assume that a>0 and let h = m/n, where m and w are relatively prime

positive integers. Then

/, 1 n      /.x/n i       / w\

|/(x+ h) - fix)Y'°dx = E \AX +—) ~ttx-
0 *=i«7 (j.-i)/n I    \ n /

11«

dx

and, because/(x) has period 1, this last sum is equal to

/•lln (   "I   /         vm\         /        iv - X)m\  lla) rlln

lE/* +-)-/(* + --—)       \dxS\      mdx=h.
olv=il\         »/        \             »      /      ; Jo
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Hence the theorem is true for rational h. Since/(x) is bounded, 1(A) is con-

tinuous and the theorem holds for all h.

Corollary 1.3.4. Suppose that OSaSX and that fix) is a measurable real-

valued function with period X. Then

{ f    \fix+ h) - fix) \li°dx]    S 2aVa{fix); 0 S xSX}h«

for every h>0.

This follows from 1.3.3 since the a-variation of/(x) over any interval of

length 1 is majorized by

{Va{fix);0 g x=S l}1/a+ V0{fix);0S xS l}1'"}«.

If fix) =e2rix and a =1/2, the a-variation oí fix) over any interval of

length 2 exceeds 2" times the a-variation oí fix) over any interval of length 1.

Since 1.2.1 implies 1.3.1 when/(x) is continuous, the restriction that/(x) be

real is essential in both of these results. The same is true for 1.3.3.

From 1.3.4 it is obvious that any measurable function with bounded

a-variation over some interval, aSxSb, is in the Hardy-Littlewood class

Lip (a, 1/a) over that interval. The converse is not true. Hardy and Little-

wood [4, p. 621 ] point out that if

1
fix)   =  log -j-¡- , X 9¿ 0,

then, for h>0,

if   \fix+ h) - fix) \u°dx\ " = 0(A«), 0 < a < 1,

while/(x) is not even bounded in the neighborhood of x = 0.

1.4. The following lemma generalizes a familiar theorem on uniform

continuity.

Lemma 1.4.1. Suppose that Oga^l, that fix) has bounded a-variation over

0 S x S X, and that fix) is continuous in this interval. For e > 0 there exists a

5>0 such that, for 0^x0<x0 + ô^l, we have

Va{fix); x0 i= x ^ x0 + ô}  < e.

When 0<aSX, 1.4.1 is an immediate consequence of the following ele-

mentary result.

Lemma 1.4.2. Suppose that 0<a^l and that fix) has bounded a-variation

in some right-handed neighborhood of the point x = x0. Then

Va{fix); x0 < x < xo + h} = o(l)
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as h approaches 0. A similar result holds on the left.

It follows from 1.4.2 that any function, with bounded a-variation over

an open interval, has right- and left-handed limits at each point of the interval.

For O^ja^l, we say that/(x) is in Va over the interval O^x^l if, given

e>0, there exists a 5>0 such that, for any set of disjoint intervals OSxi

<yiS ■ • • Sxx<yNSX for which

|E|yn-^n|1/a|"<5,

we have

{i)l/(y»)-/(««)|1/Ä}"<«.

Fo is the class of functions continuous over O^x^l and V\ is the class of

functions absolutely continuous over this interval.

The method of proof used in 1.2.2 gives us the following result.

Theorem 1.4.3. Suppose that OSctSX and that fix) is in Va. Then

V*{fiy); x S y S x+ h} = o(A«)

almost everywhere, and similarly on the left.

Theorem 1.4.4 [6]. Suppose that OSaSX and that fix) is measurable and

has period X. fix) is in Va if and only if

Va{fix+ h) - fix);0 ^ x ^ 1} = o(l)

as h approaches 0.

We see that the class Wa includes F„ and, for 0<a<l, it is not difficult

to show that the continuous function

CO

/(*) " E 2~na cos 2nirx
n=0

is in Wa— Va. Hence a continuous function with bounded a-variation over

O^x^l is not necessarily in Va. However, we can prove, for OSotSX, that

any continuous function in Wa which possesses a finite derivative everywhere

in O^x^l, except perhaps on an enumerable set, is in Va [2, Theorem 2.6].

1.5. Suppose that/(x) and g(x) are defined over the interval O^xgl

and that g(x) has at most discontinuities of the 1st kind. The Stieltjes integral

1.5.1 f  fix)dgix)
J o

exists in the Young sense and is equal to / if, for e>0, there exists a finite set
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E, contained in O^x^l, such that, for any subdivision 0=x0< • • • <xn = X

which contains £, we have

E/«-){«(*-  -  0)   -  giXn-l +  0)}   +  E/(*n){g(xn + 0)   -  gixn  -   0)}
n=l n=*l

+ f(0){g(0+) - giO)} +/(!){«(!) - giX - 0)} - I <  €

for each set x0<£i<Xi< • • • <xn-i<%n<xn. L. C. Young [12] has proved

the following

Theorem 1.5.2. Suppose that a+ß>X and that fix) and g(x) belong to Wa

and Wß respectively. If fix) and g(x) have no common discontinuities, 1.5.1

exists in the Riemann-Stieltjes sense. In any case, 1.5.1 exists in the Young

sense.

This theorem is not true in the limiting case when a+ß = X. The following

result is also an immediate consequence of Young's work.

Theorem 1.5.3. Suppose that a+ß>X and that fix) is continuous and in

Wa. Suppose also that {gnix)} is a sequence of uniformly bounded functions

with uniformly bounded ß-variation over O^x^l which converges to gix), a

function in Wß, on a set which includes the points x = 0 and x = 1 and which is

dense in 0 S x S X. Then

lim   |    fix)dg„ix) =   I    fix)dgix),

lim   f   gnix)dfix) =  f   gix)dfix).
n—>to   J o Jo

Moment problems

2.1. In this chapter we study Wa, the class of functions with bounded

a-variation over the interval 0^x5^1, by considering a moment problem.

Suppose that g(x) is any function in TF„ for 0 <aS X. We call the numbers

Pn   =    I        Xndgix),

J a
» = 0, 1,

the Stieltjes moments of g(x) and we say that g(x) is normalized if

1   <
gix) = — {gix + 0) + gix - 0)} for 0 < x < 1.

A uniqueness theorem follows from a known result [8, p. 60 ] after integration

by parts.
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Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose that 0<ai£l, that gix) is normalized and in Wa,

and that

j    xndgix) =

J o
0

for » = 0, 1, • • • . EAew g(x) is identically constant in O^x^l.

For an arbitrary sequence of numbers, {»„}, we define a linear functional

over the space of polynomials by letting

/    N -j N

p{P}    =   P<2Z  anXn>     =E anPn-
\ n—0 1 n=0

Following Hausdorff we define, for k = 0, X, ■ • • and » = 0, 1, • • • , k,

Xit,n(x) = C„    x (1 — x) and    \k.n = p{\k,nix)},

where C[ is the binomial coefficient

Tir + s + X)

(T) Tir + X)Tis + X)

Theorem 2.1.2. Suppose that 0<aSX. A necessary and sufficient condition

that the set of numbers {p,n} be the Stielt jes moments of a normalized function

gix) in Wa, where F«{g(x);§SxSX} SX, is that

JElE^.nl1'"}^1
Í n-0 /

for all k.

Hausdorff [5] has proved this theorem for the case where a = X.

2.2.  In order to prove the sufficiency we derive two simple results.

Lemma 2.2.1. If {pn} is an arbitrary sequence of numbers, then

S(t)"x"-"-+0(t)
for m = 0, X,

Suppose that/(x) is any function defined over the interval O^x^l and

consider

Bh{f;x}    =   ¿Zf(^)\k.nix),
„_o    \ k /

the Bernstein polynomial of order k for fix). If Em(x) is a polynomial of

degree m,
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Bk{Pm;x}  =Em(x) + E-^M,
v=l k"

where the polynomials Qm,rix) do not depend on k and are identically zero

when Em(x) is a constant [7, p. 8]. Setting Em(x) =xm, we have

El—   X*,n = «{£*{*": *}} = Pm+ E —:—'
n=0 \ «/ v~l «

and 2.2.1 follows.

Lemma 2.2.2. Suppose that 0 <a ^ 1, that {gkix)} is a sequence of uniformly

bounded functions, and that

liminf Va{ghix);0 g « £ l} SI.

EAere exwís a function gix) such that

Va{gix);0S * SI} Sil,

a«á a subsequence {k¡} such that gkjix)—*g(x) /or efery rational x in O^x^ 1,

including the end points x = O a»á" x = 1.

We can use the selection principle (or diagonal process) to define g(x) on

the rationals. If, for irrational x, we let

gix) =limsupg(r), r rational,
r—*x

then g(x) satisfies the conditions of the lemma.

To prove the sufficiency part of 2.1.2, consider the step function g*(x)

where gt(O) =0 and

" n n + X
gkix) = E^M for   ——• < x S T-TT'

,-o A + 1 k + 1

Since

U*(x)| ^ 7a|ftW;0| *ái} Si,

there exists a function g*(x) such that

Fa{g*(*);0 S«S1}S1,

and a subsequence  {Ay}   such that  g/by(x)—»g*(x)   for  each rational x in

Ogx^l. Let

«(0) = g*(0),        g(l) = «*(D,

«(*) = y {«*(* + 0) + g*(* - 0)} for 0 < x < 1.
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The function g(x) is normalized and, from 1.5.3 and 2.2.1, we conclude that

k

pm = lim
Jt—»00

¿(-MV»
^ToVa+i/

= lim   I     xmdgkix)
i—»»   J o

=  I     xmdg*ix) =   I     xmdgix).
Jo «7 o

2.3. In order to prove the necessity we require a number of lemmas.

We say that a real function/(x) is unimax in the interval aSxSb if, for

aSc<x<dSb, /(x)äMin {/(c), /(d)}.

Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose that 0 Sa SX and that Xn= Em-i^rA, /or «

= 1, • • • , N, where a„,m is a non-negative unimax function of m for each »,

and where E*-i "»,»S1 /or eacA m. EAere

{£i*»il/a} ^ {riz*-!1"} •

We consider 2.3.1 in a slightly different form.

Lemma 2.3.2. Suppose that OSctSX and that Xn= Em-i ün.mXm for

n = X, • • ■ , N, where a„,m is a non-negative integer and is unimax as a func-

tion of m for each n, and where En-i an,m = Rfor each m. Then

!    N \   a !    M \   a

{El*»!1") SÄJEIE*-!1'"} •

Lemma 2.3.3. With the hypotheses of 2.3.2 we can write

R R     {   MR R     t    M \

An =   / . yn.r =   /  . \   / . an,m,rXnit  >

r=l r=l  V m=l /

wAere a„,m,r M róAer 0 or 1 and is unimax in m for each n and r, and where

En=i o,n,m,r = X for each m and r.

Now 2.3.3 is true when E = l. Suppose it true for R = k — X and consider

the case where R = k.

A. There exists «i such that aniisèX. Let j»i be the largest»? for which

Uni.m è 1 and define

for X S m S mi,

everywhere else.
.,.».1 -  {0

It is not difficult to see that ani,m — an¡,m,i is a non-negative integer and is

unimax as a function of m.
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B. If mi<M, there exists »2^»! such that a„i¡mi<ant,mí+i. Let m2 be the

largest m for which a„2,m=^l and define

1 for í»i < m S m2,

0 everywhere else.

Again an2,m — an2,m,i is a non-negative integer and is unimax in m.

C. If m%<M, we can find ni7én2, ni such that an3,mi<a„3,mi+i, and we can

define m3 and the set {a„3,m,i} for m = X, ■ ■ ■ , M. After a finite number of

steps we arrive at the place where m, = M. We shall have defined a sequence

of distinct integers, «i, »2, • • • , n¡, and a set of coefficients, {a„,OT,i}, for

w = »i, ••-,»/ and m = X, ■ ■ ■ , M. Let an,m,i = 0 for »^»i, • • ■ , n¡ and

»i = l, • • • , M.
The set {a„,m,i} satisfies the conditions in 2.3.3, the set {a„,OT — an,m,i}

satisfies the hypotheses of 2.3.2 with R = k — X, and 2.3.3 follows by applying

the induction hypothesis to

M

•An   =    /   .   \an>m an,m,lyXm.

m—1

For a fixed r, consider the set {yn,r} ■ Since each element here is simply the

sum of consecutive xm, we see from 2.3.3 and Minkowski's inequality that

l/a\    a(    N \   a (    N R l/a\

\2Z\XnM  = IT, Tyn,    \
\ n=l / V n=l     r-1 /

R     f    N \   a

s e{ei^,i4
r=l   V n=l /

/    M \    a

si^EIX>«H
V m=l '

Now 2.3.2 implies 2.3.1 when all the an,m are rational and E«-i an.m

= cm = X. A simple limiting process removes the restriction that the an,m be

rational. When 0ScmSX, we can apply our results to the set of linear forms

M

? . aniinXm, n      1, . . . , iv,

wi=l

(1 — cm)xm, m =1, • • • , M,

and show that

/    N M \    a r    M \   a

<EI*»I"-+El(i-*0*..|1'')  s ^EIE*-!1'"} •
V n=l m—1 / V. m=l /

This completes the proof for 2.3.1. We can assume that no xm is zero. Hence

when a>0, we get strict inequality if, for any m, cm<X.
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Lemma 2.3.4. Suppose that A = 0, 1, • • -, and that OSmSnSk. The func-

tion f(x) = T"-m A*,»0*0 is unimax in O^x^l.

We can assume that A ̂  1 and 2.3.4 follows immediately from the identity

— AXjb_i,„(x), n = 0,

A{Xi_i,„_i(x) — X¡b_i,„(x)}, 0 < n < k,

. AX*_i,„_i(x), » = k.

2.3.5 —X4,„(x) =
dx

To complete the proof for 2.1.2, fix A and consider any finite sequence

0=p0< • • • <vN = k + X. If

=       E      X*,,    and    0„(x) =     E      X*,,(»),
»„_iS»<»„ »„_iS»<»„

then

6„ =  f   0„(x)dg(x)
•7 o

and this integral exists in the Riemann-Stieltjes sense for each ». For each

subdivision 0 = y0< • • • <y;ir = l,let

M

Xn   =   E0n(y»»){g(yr»)   ~  giVm-i)}.
m=l

OniVm) is a non-negative unimax function of m and

E  Oniym)   =   E X*,,(ym)   =   1.
n=»l »=0

Applying 2.3.1 we get

t    N \   a r    M \   a

\T,\Xn M   S \ EI E giym) - giym-i) I1"}
\ n=l / V m=l /

which completes the argument.

2.4. We have discussed the Stieltjes moments of a function g(x), i.e. the

sequence {p„} where

Pn =  I     xndgix), n = 0, 1, • • • .
J 0

We can also consider the moment sequence]

Pn =   I     xngix)dx, n = 0, 1, • • • ,
J o

where the integral is interpreted in the Lebesgue sense. We call such a se-
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quence of numbers the Lebesgue moments of g(x) and we have the following

Theorem 2.4.1. Suppose that 0<aSX. A necessary and sufficient condition

that the set of numbers {ptn} be the Lebesgue moments of a normalized function

g(x) in Wa, where

Va{gix);0S *Sl} SI.

is that

ik +  1)JE|   EXfc.n-Xfc.n-il1'"!"^   1

for all k.

The necessity follows immediately from 2.1.2 since, with the help of 2.3.5,

we can write

ik + 1){X*,„ - X*,„_i} =  f   ik+ l){X*.„(aO - \h.n-iix)}gix)dx
J a

I

X*+i,„(x)dg(x)fJ o

for 0<nSk.

For the sufficiency, observe that

k

2.4.2 | mo - (A + 1)X»,. | S E I X/b.n - \k.m | S X
n=0

for O^ra^A. Consider the step function gkix) where g¡t(0) = (A + l)X*,o and

» n + X
gkix) = (A + 1)X*,„ for ——■ < x S -—-•

A + 1 A + 1

From 2.4.2 and 2.2.2 it follows that there exists a function g*(x) such that

Va{g*ix);0S xS 1} S X,

and a subsequence {kj} such that gfc/x)—>g*(x) for each rational x in Ogx^l.

Define g(x) as in 2.2.3. From 1.5.3, 2.2.1, and 2.4.2 we can conclude that

* /   » y
pm = lun  2^[ T~T11 X*."

*->•> „=o \A + 1/

ngkix)dx

=  I    xmg*ix)dx =  (    xmgix)dx.
Jo Jo

= lim   I      x"
l—.00     J   Q
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2.5. Turning back to 2.3.1, we deduce two alternative forms for this in-

equality which are useful in later work.

Lemma 2.5.1. Suppose that O^a^l and that F„= Em-i o„,m(ym—y0) for

» = 0, • • • , N, where o„,m is non-negative for all m and n, where ?.IfLi 6„,m is

nondecreasing in « and bounded by X, and where, for each OSn' <n" SN,

bn",m — bn',m is at first nonpositive and then non-negative as m increases from

X to M. Then

(    N \   a r   M

iEIE^-iViH  s {ElEy.-y-il1'-
V n=l / V m=l

Lemma 2.5.2. Suppose that OSaSX and that F„= Em-o o„,mym for «

= 0, • • • , N, where bn,m is non-negative for all m and », where Em-o bn,m = X,

and where, for each OSn'<n"SN, bn",m — bn>,m is at first nonpositive and then

non-negative as m increases from 0 to M. Then

¡    N \   a /   M \   a

{ EI E Yn - F„_i |i/-|   s I EI E ym - ym-i |»-|  .

For 2.5.1, let xm = ym—ym-i and pick any sequence of integers, 0 = Ao

< • • ■ <kN,=N.li

M

Xn = Ykn — F*._, = V ön,mXm,
m-1

then

M

On.m   =   E   \°hn,li  —   bk^Lfi).
lt=m

The difference a„,m+i — an,m= — {bk„,m — o*n_i,m} is at first non-negative and

then nonpositive as m increases; hence an,m is unimax in m. We see that

M M

an,l   =   E bhn,m  —   E °*„-l,m   =   0,
m=l m=l

an,M  =  bkn,M — bk„_uM à  0,

and the unimax property ensures that a„,m is non-negative for all m and ».

Finally

»' Af

E fln,m   =    E   {for,)i  —  00,V)    S   X,
n=l /i=m

and we can apply 2.3.1.

For 2.5.2 observe that the set {bn,m}, for » = 0, ■ • -, A7" and m = 0, • ■ ■ ,

M, satisfies the hypotheses of 2.5.1. Since the sums

"■
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M M

E bn.miym — yo)    and    E bn,mym
m=0 m—O

differ by a constant which is independent of », the conclusion follows im-

mediately.

From 2.5.2 we can deduce the following result concerning Bernstein poly-

nomials.

Theorem 2.5.3. IfOSaSX,

Let 0<Xo< • • • <xn<X he any subdivision of the interval 0<x<l. We

see that

ft / fyi \

Bk{f;xn] = E/(T)X*
m=0      \ « /

i\ %n)

where \k,mixn) is non-negative for all m and », and where Em=o Xfc,ro(xn) = 1.

For 0Sn'<n"SN,

(        /xn.\m/X - xn'\h-m\

X*,m(x„")   —   Xj,,m(X»')    =   X*,ra(*»») < 1   —   [-1    I- 1 >   .
\        \xn"/   \l      xn"/       /

Since 0<x„'<x„"<l, the bracketed quantity is negative for m = 0, positive

for m = k, and strictly increasing in m. Applying 2.5.2 completes the proof.

In conclusion we add that 2.3.1, 2.5.1, and 2.5.2 are valid when M and/or

7V=°o.

A FALTUNG THEOREM

3.1. In one of his papers [11 ], L. C. Young considered a Stieltjes Faltung

of the form

3.1.1 six) =   f   /(*, y)dgiy).
J o

We present here a theorem suggested by Young's results.

Suppose that/(x, y) and giy) have period 1 in y and define E(x, y) as the

integral /¿/(x, y+t)git)dt which we assume exists in the Lebesgue sense for all

O^x, y^l. Let

Snix) = 2"{£(x, 0) - Fix, 2-»)}

3.1.2 r1      , >
= 2-1    fix, t) [git) - git- 2-)} dt

J o

for » = 0, 1, • • • . Then s0(x)=0 and the following is easily verified.
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Lemma 3.1.3. Suppose that giy) is continuous and that the integral 3.1.1

exists in the Riemann-Stieltjes sense for x=x0. Then 5(x0) = limn_B s„(x0) and,

for « ^ 1, we have

snix) - Sn-iix) = 2~» f    {fix, t) - /(x, I + 2-)} {git) - git - 2~»)}dt.
J 0

Our principal result is as follows.

Theorem 3.2. (C/. [11, Theorem 6.1].) Suppose that 0<a, Ô, 7^1, 0<X

=ß+y — X, and p = a\/ß. Suppose also that fix, y) and giy) have period 1 in y,

that giy) is continuous, and that

3.2.1 Va{fix, y);0 S x S X} S A for each y,

3.2.2 Vß{fix, y);0 S y S X} S B for each x,

3.2.3 Vy{giy);0SyS l) S C.

If six) is the Stielt jes Faltung 3.1.1, then

3.2A V„{six); 0 S x S X} S ki\)A^Bl-^C,

where A(X) is a finite constant.

If E=0 and/or C = 0, .s(x)=0 and 3.2.4 follows immediately. Hence we

can assume that B = C= X.

Obviously we can suppose that/(x, y) and giy) are real. By an argument

similar to that used in 1.2.1, we can find a strictly increasing continuous

function ipit) such that

0(0) =0 and 0(f+l) =tpit) + l

for all t, and such that

| g {<pit")} - g {*(/')} | <2it" -t'y

for each t'<t". Furthermore, for each O^x^l,

Vß{fix,<l>it));0StS X} = VpÜix, y);0Sy S l},

f   f{x,4>it)}dg{<pit)}  =   f   fix,y)dgiy),
Jo Jo

and, by performing a change of variable, we replace condition 3.2.3 by the

condition

3.2.5 | giy") - giy') \ < 2(y" - y')°

for each y' <y".

Since giy) is continuous and ß+y>X, the Faltung six) exists in the Rie-

mann-Stieltjes sense for each x and is equal to lim,,^ sn(x). Using 3.1.3, 3.2.5,

Jensen's inequality, 3.2.2, and 1.3.4 we have
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| Snix)   - Sn-lix) \   S  2»"1   f     | /(x, t + 2~")   - /(x, t) | | g(0  - g(¿ -  2~») | d»
t/ 0

<S 2««-7) |J   | fix, i + 2-) - fix, t) ¡WdX

^ 2^-2-"x,

and summing on « we get

00

3.2.6 | six) - Snix) | S 2» E 2-'x = c(X)2-"x
»=n+l

for » = 0, 1, • • • . Fix » and consider §Sx' <x" SX. From 3.1.2, 3.2.5, and

Jensen's inequality we have

| Snix") - snix') | S 2« f * | /(*", t) - fix', I) | | git) - git - 2-») I dt
3.2.7 J o

^ 2"<l-!')-2A

where

=  {/1|/(*".0-/(^¿)|1/^}a.

By considering three different cases we prove that

3.2.8 | six") - six') | S A(X)A"/«,

where A(X) is a finite constant.

A. Suppose that 1<A<«>. Setting w = 0 in 3.2.6 gives us 3.2.8 if we

choose A(X)^2c(X).

B. Suppose that 0<A^1. Choose «äl so that 2-nß<AS2-<-n-1)ß, and

with 3.2.6 we have

| Six)  - Snix) |   < c(X)A*/<*

for O^x^l. From 3.2.7 we get

| *»(*")   -  Snix') |   S  4A.*'«,

and 3.2.8 follows if we choose A(X) ̂  2(X) +4.

C. Suppose that A = 0. We see from 3.1.3 and 3.2.7 that

| six") - six') I = lim I snix") - Snix') I = 0,
n-»°o

and 3.2.8 follows if we choose A(X) ̂0.

To complete the proof for 3.2, take any subdivision 0 = x0< • • • <xjv = l.

From 3.2.8 we have
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| E I sixn) - î(*„_i) |'4 " S A(X) U    El /(*». 0 - fixn-i, t) \lladX '

S k(K)A^.

The proof introduces unnecessary restrictions. For example, Young's argu-

ment [11, p. 459] allows us to consider the case where giy) is not con-

tinuous. We conclude this chapter by simply stating the following generaliza-

tion of 3.2.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that 0<a, ß, 7^1, 0<\=ß+y — X, and u = a\/ß.

Suppose also that 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3 hold. If six) is the Stielt jes Faltung

3.1.1, then

V„{six) - bfix, 0); 0 S x S X} S k^A^B^^C,

where 5 = g(l)— g(0) and A(X) is a finite constant.

Applications to infinite series

4.1. In this chapter we apply the notion of a-variation to the study of

infinite series. We say that the series

00

4.1.1 E«n
n=0

is a-convergent if, given e>0, there exists 7V(e) such that

{±\2Za,\Aa <e

for Nie) Sm<n. O-convergence is ordinary convergence and 1-convergence is

absolute convergence. If 0Sa<ßSX, we have by Jensen's inequality

{eie«»i4q^ |eie«»i4'
\ »=m / \ »=m /

and thus a ô-convergent series is always a-convergent.

We can extend the notion of a-convergence to sequences. We call {Sn} an

a-convergent sequence if Sn is the «th partial sum of an a-convergent series.

From Minkowski's inequality we see that any finite linear combination of

a-convergent series (sequences) is itself an a-convergent series (sequence).

We also have the following result.

Lemma 4.1.2. (C/. Lemma 1.4.2.) Suppose that 0<a^l. EAe series 4.1.1

is a-convergent if and only if

\t\2Zan\Aa
\ n=0 J

<  oo.
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The same type of result is true for sequences.

Any series derived from a 1-convergent series by a rearrangement of

terms is convergent to the sum of the original series. However, when a<l,

an a-convergent series is "conditionally convergent" and little can be said

about rearrangement.

A second important property of 1-convergent series is found in multipli-

cation theorems. For example it is well known that the Cauchy product of a

1-convergent series by a O-convergent series is O-convergent to the product

of the sums of the series. We have the following extension of this result.

Theorem 4.1.3. Suppose that 0<a, ßSX, and that 0<y=a+ß — X. Then the

Cauchy product of an a-convergent series by a ß-convergent series is y-convergent

to the product of the sums.

This theorem follows easily from the following specialization of 3.3.

Theorem 4.1.4. Suppose that 0<a, ßSX, and that 0<y=a+ß — X. If fix)

has bounded a-variation over 0 Sx < °o and if g(x) has bounded ß-variation over

0 S x < oo, then the Stieltjes Faltung

six) =  I    fix - y)dgiy)
J 0

exists in the Young sense for each x and has bounded y-variation over QSx< oo.

Theorem 4.1.3 holds in the limiting case where a+0 = 1 if and only if

a = 0 or 1; 4.1.3 is also true when one considers the more general Dirichlet

product [3, p. 239] instead of the Cauchy product.

4.2. We can apply our scale to the study of Cesaro and Abel summability.

Suppose that 5* is the «th Cesaro mean of order A for the series 4.1.1. We say

that 4.1.1 is summable (C, A; a) to 5 if the sequence {S„} is a-convergent to

S. Thus (C, A; 0) summability is ordinary Cesaro summability and (C, A; 1)

summability is absolute Cesaro summability. Consider the function

CO

fix)  =  E a"Xn
n=0

and assume that this series converges for 0Sx<i. We say that 4.1.1 is

summable iA; a) to S ii fix) has bounded a-variation over 0Sx<X and if

Ximx^i-fix) =S. iA; 0) summability is ordinary Abel summability and iA; X)

summability is absolute Abel summability. (See [l, p. 11 ] for references on

absolute summability.) A linear combination of series, summable (C, A; a)

for some A and 0 Sa SX, is itself a series summable (C, A; a) and similarly for

the iA ; a) method.

When 0Scc<ßSX, a series summable (C, k; ß) to 5 is summable (C, A; a)

to S and a series summable (¿4 ; ß) to some limit is summable iA ; a) to the
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same limit. We can also establish the following consistency result.

Theorem 4.2.1. Suppose that OScxSX and that k>j> —1. A series sum-

mable (C, j; a) to S is summable (C, A; a) and iA ; a) to S. If Si and S% are the

nth Cesar o means of order j and A respectively for 4.1.1, we have

4.2.2        { EI E s\ - sli |17 j " s { i I E si - sLi I1'"} ",

2.3 F«{ E OnX«; OiSxrSl}  S  { E | E S» - S¡Li l""*]   •
V n=0 / V n—1 /

For the first of these inequalities let k—j = i>0 and write

t—1        1
7 n C C ■ °°

On / . .Jm / . OfljmJm,

m=0 ^n m=0

4.

where CÏ is the binomial coefficient

en
bn,m is non-negative for all m and « and

00 1    n     i-i

When 0g»'<»"<oo,

((»" — f» + t — 1) • • •   (»' — OT + ¿)
On",m On* ,m On',n

in" — m) ■ • ■ in' — m + X)

n" ■ ■ ■ («' + 1)

(»" + A) • • • (»' + A + 1)
1

for OSmSn'. If 0<i<l, the bracketed quantity is negative for OSmSn'

and, since bn',m = 0 for m>n', we can apply 2.5.2.

For any subdivision 0 <x0< ■ • ■ <Xw<l let

/  . am\Xn)       =     /   . C-m\,I Xn) \Xn)    ¿>m   =    /   .  OnimOm.

m=0 m=0 m=0

Again bn.m is non-negative for all m and »,

E bn.m   =   (1   —   X„) X Cfïn)      =   1,

and, for 0g»'<»"^A",
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bn",m-bn,m   =   bn.,m{(^)(]~^) - l}  .

The bracketed factor here is an increasing function of m and 4.2.3 follows

from 2.5.2.
The rest of the theorem follows from these two inequalities and a classical

result.

4.3. The direct converse of 4.2.1 is not true. The coefficients in the power

series expansion for

fix)   =   el/U+s)

constitute a series which is summable (.¡4 ; 1) but which is not summable

(C, A; 0) for any finite A. However, we can prove some "corrected converses"

and the following theorems extend two results due to A. Tauber.

Lemma 4.3.1. 1. a„= Em-\ iX — iX — X/n)m)/m is a positive, increasing se-

quence bounded by X for « ^ 2.
2. j8„=(l — (1 — 1/»)")/« is a positive, decreasing sequence bounded by X

for »sari.
3. 7n= Em-n+i ÜX — X/n)m)/m is a positive, increasing sequence bounded

by 1 for » ̂  1.

Consider the first sequence. If r>l, xr—yT>ryr~lix — y) for any two

positive and unequal x and y. Hence for » ^ 2 we have

^  (1 - X/n)m - (1 - 1/Í» + 1))"       1 - (1 - l/(» + 1))"
Otn+l  —  Oin  =   E   -'-'-'-1-'

m=i m »

1   -   (1   -   !/(»+   1))"1     y(_ _l_v
«(» +   1)   m_0  V » +  1/

~»t\   ~ ñ+~í) V   "»+!//'

For the boundedness we see that

"=J 1 — (1 — l/»)m     w - 1
«» = E —--— s-< i.

m=i m n

The proofs of 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3 follow along similar lines.

We can now generalize Tauber's first theorem.

Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose that OSctSX and that 4.1.1 is summable iA; a)

to S. If the sequence {nan} is a-convergent to 0, 4.1.1 is a-convergent to S.

We can assume that 0<aSX. For 0áx<l let
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fix)   =   E arr.Xm
m=0

and let S„ be the «th partial sum for 4.1.1, i.e.

n

sn = Ea*.
»-0

For «^2 we can write

Sn  - fix  - -A  -  An+Bn-  Cn,

where

^ 1 - (1 - X/n)m -
-4n   =   E-Hm)   =   E ff«,»(»«»)l

m=l W m=l

1 - (1 - X/nY
Bn =-(»a«) = ßninan),

n

•     (1 - l/»)m -
C„ =     E   —-imam) = 2^ 7n,mimam).

m=»n+l m m=l

a„,m and 7„,m are non-negative for all m and « and, by 4.3.1, both Em-i ««,»

and Em-i 7n,m are increasing in » and bounded by 1. These two sets of co-

efficients satisfy the hypotheses of 2.5.1. Hence

JElE^n-^n-ll1'"!"       and       | E|   ECn-Cn-ll1'«!"

are majorized by

\ E I E mam — im — l)am_i |1/a>   ,
V m-l /

and {An} and {C„} are a-convergent sequences. The sequence {En} is also

a-convergent since {ßn} is 1-convergent to 0. Because 4.1.1 is iA; a) sum-

mable, the sequence {/(l — 1/w)} is a-convergent, and we conclude that {Sn}

is a-convergent to S.

Theorem 4.3.3. Suppose that 0 S a S X and that the series 4.1.1 is summable

iA ; a) to S. 4.1.1 is a-convergent to S if and only if the sequence

(ai + ■ ■ ■ + nan\

is a-convergent to 0.
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For the necessity let SH he the wth Cesaro mean of order 1 for 4.1.1 and

we see from 4.2.1 that the sequence

i ai + ■ ■ ■ + nan
on On—1  =

n

is a-convergent to 0.

For the sufficiency set ôo = 0 and let

" «i + • • • + »c
2^bm =-
m=o n

for »èl. If an = bn + Cn for all », then

«i +•••+(« — X)an._i

«(» — 1)

for «2:2.   E"=o an is iA; a) summable to S,  E«°-o bn is a-convergent to 0,

and hence the series  E«-o c« is also iA ; a) summable to S. By 4.3.2 we see

that this series is then a-convergent to 5 and this completes the proof.

We saw in 4.3.2 how the Tauberian condition

{nan} is a-convergent to 0

allowed us to pass from summability iA; a) to summability (C, 0; a) or a-

convergence. Actually more is true and we have the following result.

Theorem 4.3.4. Suppose that 0 ^a S X and that 4.1.1 is a-convergent. If the

sequence {nan} is a-convergent to 0, 4.1.1 is summable (C, A; a) to its sum for

every A > — 1.

Pick 5>0. Let 5n and S^1 he the wth Cesaro means of order 5 and 5 — 1

respectively for 4.1.1, and let E* be the »th Cesaro mean of order ô for the

series whose »th partial sum is nan. From the identity (» + ô)C„Ij, — 5C„_,

= vCnZ\, we see that

Î-1 s 1       á
On ^Jn ■* n.

0

By 4.2.1, {Si} and {Tn} are a-convergent to 5 and 0 respectively and thus

{S„-1} is a-convergent to S.

In conclusion we construct, for 0^a<l, a series which is summable

(C, A; a) for every A> — 1 and which is not summable iA ; ß) for any ß>a.

Let {bk} he any positive decreasing sequence of numbers which approach

zero such that

{¿h"j"<-  a»d  {hi"}'-
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for each ß>a. Define a sequence of integers, 1 =«0<«i< • ■ • , and a set of

positive numbers, {ck}, such that

E   — ^ 2"bk = ck    E   —
nk-ièn<nk   » nt_1án<nt   »

for A = 1, 2, • ■ ■ . Set a0 = 0 and a„= (( — X)k/n)2~kCk for nk-iSn<nk. Then

U=m / V )'=*:+1 /

for each OSpSX, and the series is a-convergent but not ß-convergent for any

ß>a. Since

»a„ in - X)an | = 2 E 2~kck < 2,
n=l

the sequence  {»«„}  is 1-convergent to 0, and we see from 4.3.2 and 4.3.4

that this series has the desired properties.
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